
Econ 702 - Week 7

Professor: Charles Engel, TA: Junhyong Kim & Saerang Song

1 Exercise

Using the neoclassical model, graphically show the qualitative changes in endogenous variables to
exogenous shock.

Note: See the scanned notes for graph illustrations.

1. Expected inflation got higher.
Answer: According to the Classical dichotomy, there should be no change in output and real
sides. Higher πet+1 increases nominal inflation it (and no change in real interest rate) and
this is the only thing that changes. Price level increases since money demand decreases.

2. The central bank increases the money supply (What is the implication of the result?).
Answer: For the same reason as Q1, no real side change. Only variable that changes is the
price level (it increases).

3. A blizzard storm destroys some amount of current capital stock Kt (But fortunately nobody
got injured so Nt is unaffected).
Answer:

1. Lower capital stock lowers marginal product of labor and hence lowers labor demand.
There is no change in labor supply.

2. New Production function should be located below the original production function since
capital stock is reduced. Combined with lower equilibrium labor amount, output got low-
ered.

3. Lower capital stock increases investment, holding output and interest rate fixed. This
moves C + I +G curve upwardly and IS curve to the right. Since in equilibrium output
should be lowered, interest rate should increase which can be expressed as the shift of
vertical output line on (r, y) space. Higher real interest rate lowers C + I +G line, even
more than the original one.

4. real interest rate increased but no change in expected inflation which increases nominal
interest rate. Both higher rate and lower output decrease money demand.

Summarize:
Yt decreases
Ct decreases since real interest rate increases and income decreases.
It is ambiguous since lower capital stock and higher real interest rate have opposite effects.
But if it increases, it cannot increase more than decrease in consumption (See below).
Ct + It decreases.
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Nt decreases.
wt decreases.
rt increases.
it increases.
Pt increases.

4. The government will cut its spending next period (A decrease in Gt+1).
Answer:

1. No change in the production side because this model features medium run.

2. Lower future government spending increases future disposable income which increases
current consumption. C + I +G curve moves upwardly as does the IS curve.

3. In equilibrium there should be no output change; so along the new IS curve, interest
rate should be higher. This makes C + I +G curve move downwardly and return to the
original position.

4. Higher real and nominal interest rate (with no change in expected inflation) with the same
level of output decreases money demand, and equlibrium price level should be higher.

Summarize:
Yt No change
Ct should increase to make Ct + It constant (see below).
It decreases since real interest rate increases.
Ct + It does not change.
Nt No change
wt No change
rt increases.
it increases.
Pt increases.
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